Growth Hormone Stimulation Testing in the US

Dr. Friedman has probably performed more growth hormone stimulation tests on adults than any Endocrinologist in the country. His assistant, Erik Zuckerbraun, MD is mostly performing the glucagon stimulation test and occasionally performs the macrilen stimulation test in our Los Angeles office. The tests are performed on Tuesday nights and require the patient to be fasting. On most Tuesday nights, the office is empty and COVID-19 precautions are taken. He encourages patients to schedule a stimulation test appointment on his website, www.goodhormonehealth.com.

For those who cannot come to Los Angeles, Dr. Friedman has compiled a list of centers/doctors who have been reported to do growth hormone stimulation testing. Please check with the center to find out more information and to verify that they are still doing the test. Growth hormone stimulation testing cannot be done in conventional laboratories.

If you hear of additional growth hormone stimulation testing centers or find out that these centers do not offer growth hormone stimulation testing, please let Dr. Friedman know at mail@goodhormonehealth.com.
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